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GHOST OF A CHANCE
Kate doesn't believe in things that go bump in the night. Pete is a true
believer.Focused and practical, Kate Murphy spends her days pouring over
spreadsheets. She thinks putting career over everything will heal her
broken heart, but soon realizes there is more to life than working 24/7.
When Kate's best friend asks for help to turn around a ﬂoundering occult
bookstore in Salem, Massachusetts, she says yes to the challenge and a
chance to start a new life.An assistant professor of Irish history, Pete
O'Brien is an academic who is open to the unknown. When he's not
researching Celtic gods and goddesses in his bid for tenure, Pete wanders
around old buildings, in the dark, talking to ghosts. A chance encounter in
Salem's oldest cemetery leaves Pete thinking he's seen the embodiment of
a Celtic goddess, while Kate thinks she's being followed by the town's
handsome stalker. When a matchmaking apparition named Abigale arrives,
she changes Kate's perceptions about the paranormal and love. From
Salem to the shores of Ireland, Abigale works to bring Kate and Pete
together. But even with paranormal help, does romance stand a ghost of a
chance?

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Random House Books for Young Readers Fans of the Land of Stories and
the Descendants series are sure to ﬁnd the lighthearted fantasy adventure
of 100 Dresses a perfect ﬁt! Inside an enchanted castle, there’s a closet—a
closet with one hundred magical dresses that only Darling Dimple can
wear. Each one disguises her as somebody else. It turns out that Darling
needs disguises. A thief is on the loose! Someone is causing an uproar
among the servants—moving things around, stealing clothes from the
laundry, and even pocketing Princess Mariposa’s jewels. Then Darling and
her friend Roger think they spot a ghost roaming the halls. Could the
culprit be a spirit? Can Darling and Roger get to the bottom of it all? With
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the help of the one hundred dresses, there just might be a ghost of a
chance.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Laurel Leaf Life becomes very complicated when Melissa and her best
friend, Chloe, both fall in love with the same incredibly handsome ghost.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Penguin Emerald O'Brien is the owner of the Chintz 'n China Tea Room
where guests are served the perfect blend of tea and tarot reading. She
never set out to be a detective, but once word gets out that she can
communicate with the dead, there's no turning back... When the ghost of
Susan Mitchell asks for Emerald's help in convicting her own murderer,
Emerald can't refuse. Along with her friends-an ex-supermodel and a copand her new love interest, Emerald must search for clues to put the killer
behind bars-and this tortured soul to rest.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Simon and Schuster Badly damaged in a close encounter with a dwarf star,
the VoyagerTMdiscovers a planet being torn apart by tremendous volcanic
stresses. The planet's primitive inhabitants will surely perish unless the
Voyagerintervenes -- but the Prime Directive forbids them to act. And then
the dilemma is increased by the arrival of another starship, a Televek
vessel, whose crew oﬀer to help both the Voyagerand the people of the
crumbling planet. But Janeway senses something amiss with their saviors,
and she's haunted by ghostly visions warning her of a threat that make her
loathe to accept anything from the Televek, even though they may be her
only hope.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Llewellyn Worldwide In 1935, it's simply not ladylike for young women to
involve themselves in matters such as murder. But ﬁercely independent
mystery writer Marjorie McClelland can't resist when another killing strikes
her small Connecticut town.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Penguin MARSH/GHOST OF A CHANCE

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Wheeler Publishing, Incorporated When her brother is almost murdered for
exposing a group of false psychics, Anne Silver enlists the aid of her exboyfriend, a former CIA agent, to help him.
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GHOST OF A CHANCE
GHOST FINDERS
Jo Fletcher Books Meet the operatives of the Carnacki Institute. The
Institute's operatives are the best of the best: JC Chance, team leader, is
undoubtedly brave, sharp as a tack, incredibly charming - and almost
unbearably arrogant. Melody Chambers may be a science geek, but she's
also the techno-wizard extraordinaire who keeps their anti-supernatural
equipment running. And as for Happy Jack Palmer: their terminally gloomy
telepath is the last person anyone would want navigating through their
head. Their mission: Do Something About Ghosts. That means lay them to
rest, send them packing, or just kick their nasty ectoplasmic arses with
extreme prejudice . . . Their current is a haunting deep underground, in
London's Oxford Circus tube station, but things become diﬃcult when their
rival team - the Crowley Project - get involved. Ghost of a Chance is the
ﬁrst title in New York Times bestselling author Simon R. Green's Ghost
Finders series.

A GHOST OF A CHANCE
A SHERIFF DAN RHODES MYSTERY
Farrar, Straus, and Giroux In this tenth installment of the Sheriﬀ Dan
Rhodes series, the Blacklin County Texas law enforcer is back to solve even
more mysteries. Some of the most amusing sequences in Crider's Blacklin
county mysteries are set in the jailhouse, and star the ongoing word
battles between its two septuagarian denizens, Hack the dispatcher and
Lawton, the jailer. This time no one at the jailhouse is laughing and Rhodes
has a new problem. Not only is the jailhouse itself rumored to be haunted,
but a mysterious corpse is found in an open grave in the neighboring town.
Rhodes uses his laid back sleuthing skills to ﬁnd the answers to these
puzzling events, which Crider depicts with his usual humor, suspense and
small town ambience.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Hocus Pocus Publishing, Inc. How well do you know the lover in your bed?
It was the hottest hookup of her life. When Tess Barrett spent the night in
the arms of the too sexy to be real stranger, she knew she was walking on
the wild side. Sex with James Smith was the best EVER. How was she
supposed to walk away from that? From him? So…she didn’t. They planned
secret dates. More body-melting hookups. The white-hot sex should have
been enough. So why does she start wanting more? But they have rules.
She has rules. No emotions. No ties. She has a past that is dark and
twisted, and she’s worked hard to become a new person. She’s a doctor
now. Respected. Controlled. Except…there is no control when she’s around
James. A bad guy…might be falling for the good girl. James can’t keep his
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hands oﬀ his sexy little doctor. She’s buttoned down for everyone else but
goes absolutely wild for him. Sure, she doesn’t know his history. Doesn’t
know that the man she lets touch every inch of her body used to spend his
days working for Uncle Sam and doing some seriously dirty deeds. What
she doesn’t know can’t hurt her, right? And if she ever did learn the truth
about him, he knew it would terrify his sweet doc right to her core. Terror
would make her run. He doesn’t want her running. He just wants her in his
bed. But then…something happens. Danger sneaks up on Tess. She needs
help—a very particular expertise and protective skill set. She needs
someone lethal and strong…and James is just the man for the job. After all,
lethal is his middle name. Hello, dangerous times. When James steps in,
Tess doesn’t know if she should be grateful or scared to death. Because
her gorgeous lover? Turns out he has plenty of mad and dangerous skills.
She’s been hooking up with a superhero or…maybe a super villain. It’s sort
of hard to tell the diﬀerence. For the moment, she’s going to go with
feeling grateful…but as she learns all of his secrets, Tess wonders what
will happen next between them. Will they crash and burn? Burn, baby,
burn. Or maybe, just maybe, they’ll actually have a GHOST OF A CHANCE at
getting a happily ever after ending. Author’s Note: James Smith is one
mad, bad, dangerous guy…but sometimes, bad guys fall hard for good
girls. GHOST OF A CHANCE is super hot, charged with lots of feels, and, it’s
got some pulse-pounding action for you. Dirty words and dirty deeds are
dead ahead. Oh, and there’s plenty of fun thrown in, too. Mystery, humor,
sexy times, and danger—all of my favorite things in a book.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
A MEMOIR
Random House “The story of [Peter] Duchin’s life has an elegiac aura of
glamour and tragedy that might have come directly from the imagination
of F. Scott Fitzgerald.”—The Philadelphia Inquirer “This book brings back
marvelous memories of a very special time.”—Frank Sinatra Called “a living
compendium of a hundred years of social history” by The New York Times
Book Review, Peter Duchin has lived through tremendous highs and dismal
lows. Orphaned by his glamorous parents, the Newport debutante Marjorie
Oelrichs and the famous bandleader Eddy Duchin, he was raised in the
privileged, old-money world of Averell Harriman, the diplomat and former
governor of New York. He grew up to be one of America’s preeminent
bandleaders, eﬀortlessly entertaining and charming partygoers at
thousands of society galas, from the White House to Truman Capote’s
Black and White Ball. In Ghost of a Chance, he looks back on a life that
another man may not have survived. And as he relates the frank, often
surprising recollections of the many friends and famous ﬁgures who made
up the strange family of his youth, Duchin chronicles the changing face of
social life in America. Praise for Ghost of a Chance “A tale told with wit and
charm . . . It is a sprightly, engaging, and at times hilarious look back at a
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life spent in music, show business, and what used to be called
society.”—The Boston Globe “A bittersweet gem of a book.”—The
Philadelphia Inquirer “Peter Duchin’s glamorous story is about absent
fathers, surrogate mothers, and dwelling on the edges of money and power
in a tuxedoed world.”—Gay Talese “A great read.”—Frank Sinatra

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Samuel French, Inc. Little Theatre Comedy Flip Kobler and Cindy Marcus
Characters: 3 male, 3 female Interior Set Bethany is bright, strong,
independent, beautiful and has zero self esteem. She has brought her
ﬁnance, Floyd, and his mother, Verna, up to her cabin in the woods, the
site of the hunting accident that killed Chance, her ﬁrst husband. Much to
her consternation, he or rather, his ghost is still there. Only Bethany can
see him, so Floyd and Verna think she is crazy as

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Chivers North Amer

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Tor Books The reader's decisions determine whether Max and Onda will
succeed in their travels through Xanth in search of Beryl, the missing mate
of Brun, Xanth's chief Bluebird of Happiness

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Pentam Press Maggie Mulgrew runs The Ash Leaf, an antique shop in the
quaint village of Holmestead, England ~ which has nothing to do with
Sherlock, thank you very much. She sells her goods to disappointed
tourists, and locals who appreciate her eclectic taste. Professor Pembroke
Martin is hunting down an artifact that had been stolen by a former
assistant ~ a hand-blown apothecary jar that is the center of an old ghost
story. His search leads him to Holmestead, and a stubborn, fascinating
American who has acquired the box that once contained the rare jar. When
the missing jar turns up, clutched in the hand of the very dead local
historian, Martin becomes the prime suspect. He and that dead historian
were bitter rivals. With his future on the line, Martin turns to Maggie for
help, and they join forces to ﬁnd the real killer. cozy mystery, amateur
sleuth, English villages, Yank in England, paranormal mystery, mystery
romance, ghosts, archaeology, antique shop, coastal village, Maggie
Mulgrew

A GHOST OF A CHANCE
Happy Gris Gris Publishing They say there are blessings from Hurricane
Katrina. For Viola Valentine of New Orleans, it was losing her dead-end job
and leaving behind a loveless marriage and an overbearing family. But the
storm also blew open a psychic door. Now she sees ghosts who have died
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by water. As she enters her new career as travel writer, solving mysteries
that appear with apparitions everywhere she goes, the one person she
hopes to speak to - her daughter who died of leukemia years before continues to elude her. Or does she? A new paranormal mystery series
from award-winning author Cherie Claire.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Random House Books for Young Readers Darling Dimple, a young orphan,
must use the enchanted dresses to ﬁnd the ghost that is haunting the
castle she calls home.

CHANCE OF A GHOST
Penguin Alison Kerby’s guesthouse is haunted all year round. Surviving the
dead of winter, though? That’s a spooky proposition. Even with a blizzard
bearing down on New Jersey, Alison can count on at least two guests—Paul
and Maxie, the stubborn ghosts who share her shore town inn. Then
there’s her widowed mother, who hasn’t just been seeing ghosts, she’s
been secretly dating one: Alison’s father. But when he stands her up three
times in a row, something’s wrong. Is he a lost soul…or a missing
apparition? Their only lead is an overdramatic spirit—stage name Lawrence
Laurentz—who doesn’t take direction well and won’t talk until they ﬁnd his
killer. Alison will reluctantly play the part of PI, but when the clues take a
sinister turn, the writing is on the wall: If Alison can’t keep a level head,
this will be her father’s ﬁnal act—and maybe her own.

A GHOST OF A CHANCE
Cornerstone Book Publishers It only takes an instant for everything to
change. Everything you believe to be true, everything you have built, every
hope you cherish to be ripped away by the hand of fate and to be remade
into something . . . diﬀerent. The lives of Jack Brennan and Hallie Barkly
intersect and two unconventional lovers are brought together under
insurmountable circumstances. Together they must battle the unknown
and bridge death itself to make possible what cannot be - and to ﬁnd a
chance.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Simon and Schuster Kendall takes drastic action when she encounters
ghostly overwhelm in the third book in a tween series that Kirkus Reviews
calls “bright, bubbly fun.” Kendall feels like she’s losing at life. The only
people who will talk to her are ghosts, and she’s exhausted from trying to
ﬁx their problems. Meanwhile, Brandon thinks she’s a liar, her best friend
thinks she’s sneaking around with another boy, and her dad is getting
serious with a new girlfriend. Kendall can’t cope with anything else!
Desperate for answers, she decides to visit the one person who might have
them—the one person she never wanted to see again. Will her mom be able
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to help, or will Kendall be stuck without a wisp of hope?

THE REGRETS
Little, Brown Reality and dream collide in Amy Bonnaﬀons's "dazzling,"
wildly inventive "miracle of a love story" about an aﬀair between the living
and the dead (NPR) For weeks, Rachel has been noticing the same goldenhaired young man sitting at her Brooklyn bus stop, staring oﬀ with a
melancholy air. When, one day, she ﬁnally musters the courage to
introduce herself, the chemistry between them is undeniable: Thomas is
wise, witty, handsome, mysterious, clearly a kindred spirit. There's just
one tiny problem: He's dead. Stuck in a surreal limbo governed by
bureaucracy, Thomas is unable to "cross over" to the afterlife until he
completes a 90-day stint on earth, during which time he is forbidden to get
involved with a member of the living -- lest he incur "regrets." When
Thomas and Rachel break this rule, they unleash a cascade of bizarre,
troubling consequences. Set in the hallucinatory borderland between life
and death, The Regrets is a gloriously strange and breathtakingly sexy
exploration of love, the cataclysmic power of fantasies, and the painful,
exhilarating work of waking up to reality, told with uncommon grace and
humor by a visionary artist at the height of her imaginative power.

THE KINDRED SPIRITS SUPPER CLUB
Penguin Jobless and forced home to Wisconsin, journalist Sabrina Monroe
can tolerate reunions with frenemies and kisses from old boyfriends, but
not the literal ghosts that greet her in this heartwarming tale of the power
of love and connection from acclaimed author Amy E. Reichert. For Sabrina
Monroe, moving back home to the Wisconsin Dells--the self-described
Waterpark Capital of the World--means returning to the Monroe family
curse: the women in her family can see spirits who come to them for help
with unﬁnished business. But Sabrina's always redirected the needy spirits
to her mom, who's much better suited for the job. The one exception has
always been Molly, a bubbly rom-com loving ghost, who stuck by Sabrina's
side all through her lonely childhood. Her personal life starts looking up
when Ray, the new local restaurateur, invites Sabrina to his supper club,
where he ﬂirts with her over his famous Brandy Old-Fashioneds. He's
charming and handsome, but Sabrina tells herself she doesn't have time
for romance--she needs to focus on ﬁnding a job. Except the longer she's in
the Dells, the harder it is to resist her feelings for Ray. Who can turn down
a cute guy with a fondness for rescue dogs and an obsession with
perfecting his fried cheese curds recipe? When the Dells starts to feel like
home for the ﬁrst time and with Ray in her corner, Sabrina begins to
realize that she can make a diﬀerence and help others wherever she is.

GHOST SPIN
Spectra Sometimes a ghost of a chance is all you get. Award-winning
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author Chris Moriarty returns to a dazzling cyber-noir far future in this
gritty, high-stakes thriller where the only rule is “Evolve . . . or die.” The
Age of Man is ending. The UN’s sprawling interstellar empire is failing as
its quantum teleportation network collapses, turning once-viable colonies
into doomed island outposts. Humanity’s only hope of survival is the Drift:
a mysterious region of space where faster-than-light travel—or something
far stranger—seems possible. As mercenaries and pirates ﬂock to the Drift,
the cold war between the human-led UN and the clone-dominated
Syndicates heats up. Whoever controls the Drift will chart the future
course of human evolution—and no one wants to be left behind in a
universe where the price of failure is extinction. When the AI called Cohen
ventures into the Drift, he dies—allegedly by his own hand—and his
consciousness is scattered across the cosmos. Some of his ghosts are still
self-aware. Some are insane. And one of them hides a secret worth killing
for. Enter Major Catherine Li, Cohen’s human (well, partly human) lover,
who embarks on a desperate search to solve the mystery of Cohen’s
death—and put him back together. But Li isn’t the only one interested in
Cohen’s ghosts. Astrid Avery, a by-the-book UN navy captain, is on the
hunt. So is William Llewellyn, a pirate who has one of the ghosts in his
head, which is slowly eating him alive. Even the ghosts have their own
agendas. And lurking behind them all is a pitiless enemy who will stop at
nothing to make sure the dead don’t walk again. Praise for Ghost Spin
“Complexity is the watchword here, of thought, idea, narrative, character
and plot. . . . Highly rewarding.”—Kirkus Reviews “Rewarding . . . The
adaptations humans make to survive in the hostile environments of other
worlds, a galaxy teetering on the edge of singularity . . . are genuinely
visionary.”—Publishers Weekly “This stand-along ‘spin-oﬀ’ oﬀers a
compelling tale of adventure/suspense blended with cybernoir and hightech sf.”—Library Journal “An excellent read: gripping, fast-paced,
provocative and handsome.”—Tordotcom “A brilliant mix of space opera,
cyberpunk, and just plain great writing, Moriarty’s work is some of the
most impressive in science ﬁction today.”—SFRevu

A GHOST OF A CHANCE
Independently Published James McKinney has always lived life alone. He
doesn't have a family, at least none that he remembers. He's always
dreamed of having a house of his own, a place he can call home. Finding
the right house, ready to work to make it his home, nothing can put a
damper on his happiness, or can it?Trey Andral, returning home from
college, notices someone moving into his old friend's house next door. Miss
Hattie is still waving to him from the bedroom window, even though he
knows she's gone. He also knows he can't not help the new guy make the
house his own.Trey has always been able to see and hear spirits, but
what's normal to him is terrifying to most others. When the spirits seem
intent on contacting James, Trey has no choice but to share his secret,
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risking their friendship. If they work together, maybe they can ﬁgure out
what the clues the spirits are giving them mean. And maybe they can ﬁnd
family in each other.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
OUP Oxford Eavesdroppers never heard good of themselves. But she'd
never expected to hear that she was dead. How did Eva die? The rumours
say she killed herself, but Eva knows diﬀerent. Victim and detective in her
own murder, she must solve the mystery. If she doesn't, more will die . . .

IF THE MAGIC FITS
Yearling Darling Dimple, a young orphan, discovers a closet full of magical
dresses, each of which gives her the appearance of another person in the
castle and that, along with her own magical abilities, helps her protect
Princess Mariposa from betrayal as the castle swarms with suitors.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Moose Island Books From New York Times bestselling author Angie Fox 'Tis
the season...for ghosts. Verity Long has come to terms with the fact that
she can see spirits, and talk to them, and...she's actually making cookies
for one of them. But she's drawing the line at any more ghost hunting or
mystery solving. Until a dear friend needs help locating a missing antique
at the party of the year. Not one to leave a friend in need, Verity straps on
her sparkly heels and sneaks in to see what she can ﬁnd—only to uncover a
startling secret that will change everything. *A fabulously fun short story
in the bestselling Southern Ghost Hunter series! What Reviewers are
saying… 5 Stars! “This tale was so sweet!” 5 Stars! “The great thing about
these very short stories is how rich the plot is.” 5 Stars! “A wonderful
Christmas story of love that spans over a century.” 5 Stars! “Read it in one
day with a smile, a tear, and an ahhhhh.” Rating: Clean and Wholesome
Paranormal Cozy Mystery Romance (with a cute pet skunk!)

GHOST
Simon and Schuster Aspiring to be the fastest sprinter on his elite middle
school's track team, gifted runner Ghost ﬁnds his goal challenged by a
tragic past with a violent father.

THE GHOST OF SECOND CHANCES
Robeth Publishing, LLC

GHOST OF A CHANCE
HarperCollins Australia The Clued-Up Six are back - and even on holiday
there are mysteries to be solved. School's ﬁnally out and Ling and her
friends head for a beach holiday looking forward to fun, excitement and
exploring the derelict lighthouse around the bay. they soon ﬁnd out,
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though, that their holiday destination was the scene of a tragic boating
accident years ago. At night, Ling is haunted by the image of a girl who
whispers words, then fades away. During the day, a gang of hostile local
kids searches the island for lost treasure. And in the background, the story
of the orphanage and the children who lived there threads its way into the
mystery. Attempting to ﬁnd out the truth from the locals only leads to
frustration ... and raises more questions. Why is Ling the only person who
can see the ghost? What really happened all those years ago on the island?
And why has the man who ran the orphanage-the frightening Mr Jamisonreturned to his home town? Ling and her friends must brave stormy seas
and stay one step ahead of the other kids in a daring mission to uncover
the truth and help restore peace to those who have been left behind. Ages
10 - 13

THE GHOSTS OF MISTY HOLLOW
Penguin The author of Ghost in the Guacamole returns as a spiritual
medium and her spectral sidekick encounter murder and mystery in a
Massachusetts farmhouse-- Mysterious plots abound when spiritual
medium Emma Whitecastle oﬀers aid to a famous novelist, but her spectral
sidekick Granny Apples will help her write all the wrongs... Bestselling
crime writer Gino Costello is working on his next book in a historic
farmhouse in the heart of Massachusetts. His story features some
paranormal elements so he's invited family friend Emma to provide her
input as a medium. But as soon as Emma arrives--with her ﬁancé, Phil, and
Granny Apples in tow--that's when the real trouble begins. Emma is
immediately contacted by the Browns, a family of ghosts who originally
owned the house in the early nineteenth century. They need Emma to help
them locate the spirits of their two children who disappeared. Meanwhile, a
dead body appears at the house. Now Emma, Granny, and Phil must read
between the lines to ﬁnd answers before a killer books it...

GHOST OF CHANCE
Serpents Tail "The man's got something to say, so shut up and listen."-Time Out

A GHOST OF A CHANCE
Authors On A Dime LLC He may just be the death of her… Josie has a
problem. Her brother’s ghost shows up at her home and tells her if she
doesn’t save his life, he’ll remain a ghost forever. But she can’t save him
on her own, not when his body was somewhere in the mountain wilderness
near their home. Unfortunately, the man she walked away from–who she’d
once wrapped hopes of her future around–is the only person who can help.
The problem? He can’t see ghosts and has no idea she can. So how does
she convince him to help without giving away her secret?
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GHOST OF A CHANCE
Thomas T. Beeler Publisher Sam and Hollis have an unusual relationship-Sam is dead, but can use his otherworldly powers to ensure his wife Hollis'
safety--but when Hollis delves into a murder case involving family secrets,
stolen art, and prejudices, Sam will do everything possibl

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Penguin The arrival of an otherwordly apparation bearing a note stating "I
was murdered by my husband but nobody knows. Help me." sends
Emerald, teashop owner and resident witch, on a dangerous journey
fraught with death, deceit, and dark secrets. Original.

THE GHOST OF THE STANLEY CUP
Screech Owls When the Screech Owls travel to Ottawa to play in a special
edition of the Little Stanley Cup, they're excited to take in the sights and
adventures of the city, but soon ﬁnd themselves in the middle of a real
ghost hunt.

GHOST OF A DREAM
Penguin Meet the Carnacki Institute’s operatives—JC Chance: the team
leader, brave, charming, and almost unbearably arrogant; Melody
Chambers: the science geek who keeps the antisupernatural equipment
running; and Happy Jack Palmer: the terminally gloomy telepath. Their
mission: Do Something About Ghosts. Lay them to rest, send them packing,
or just kick their nasty ectoplasmic arses… The Ghost Finders are
investigating a haunting at the long-abandoned Haybarn Theater, which is
being renovated. But work has been thrown oﬀ-schedule by the some
peculiar and unnatural activities. And after the potentially world-altering
recent events of their previous assignment, the team thinks that a haunted
theater (aren't they all?) will be a walk in the park. Until they encounter
the Phantom of the Haybarn—an ancient evil whose ability to alter reality
itself will test the skills, science, and blind luck of the Ghost Finders to the
limit.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Punch and his friends spend a summer in North Carolina looking at
dolphins, hunting for Blackbeard's buried treasure, and watching out for
the famed pirate's ghost. Includes supplemental material about Blackbeard
and the 1996 discovery of his ship.

GHOST OF A CHANCE
Arcane Casebook When a bizarre string of locked-room murders terrorize
New York, the police have no leads, no suspects, and only one place to
turn. Now private detective Alex Lockerby will need every magical trick in
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his book to catch a killer who can walk through walls and leaves no trace.
Unfortunately Alex's magic hasn't been working very well. He can't even
manage to track down several truckloads of stolen goods, including one
belonging to New York's preeminent sorcerer, Andrew Barton. To make
matters worse, Alex and his clients are being stalked by a shadowy cabal
with strange powers that Alex has never seen before. With the Ghost killer
seemingly able to murder at will and the tabloids, the public, and Alex's
clients demanding results, Alex will need a miracle to keep himself, his
clients, and his reputation alive.Download Ghost of a Chance today.
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